Editor's Note: We've never begun

an articlewith an Editor's Note,
but thismonth's PluggedInfeoture
requires a little explanation. We
asked our MIDI
guruNormWeinberg
to write a reviewof the e-kit of his
dreams, which combinesthe best
features currentlyon the market
with some that stilldon't exist, but
conceivably could one day. We
wanted to peer in to the crystal
balland see what the future may
hold for e- drummers,so please
keep in mind that the followingkit
doesn't actually exist anywhere
but in Norm's imagination - at
least not yet!

&ro/8ooerwwbew
y first electronic kit
dates back to the Roland
DDR-30, introduced
back in 1985. Since then,
I've played just about every kit
that 's come along. As a long-time
reviewer for DRUM!
Magazine,I've
been fortunate enough to get my
hands (and sticks) on everything
from the lowest-priced, get-yourfeet- wet electronic kits to supersophisticated flagshipmachines
from the world's most respected
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PLUGGEDIN------------------------------------------------manufacturers. But let me tell
you, nothing prepared me for this.
TheFireStick3000 is the first
e-kit that seems to incorporate
everything I've ever wished for.
Thecompanyincluded allthe really
importantstuff,got rid of the notso-very-important stuff (at least
to my way of thinking), and made
the interface a natural for the
novice as well as the expert. So,
let's take a look at what I've been
dreaming about.

manufacturer said it couldn't be
done. Wirelesssystems are just
too slow and too unstable. They
said the technology couldn't get
the response time below 12-15 ms.
Tobe honest, I'm not exactly sure
how they pulled this off, but the
FireStick3000's wireless response
time sits at about 3 ms. That's fast
enough to avoid any delay issues.
Hitthe pad or the rim, and the
sound seems instant.
And speaking of avoiding
issues, this kit comes in two
THEPADS
versions: one with mesh-heads
likethe Rolande-kits and one
Perhaps more than any other
feature of this kit, the pads set an
with normal Mylarheads. Both
entirelynew paradigmforelectronic versions have embedded FSR
drums. Players have asked for
technology{forcesensingresistors)
wireless pads for years. Every
like the Alternate Mode drum
controllersand the AquarianinHEAD
system. Ifyou want to have both
SPECS
on hand for different situations,
· :, :, , , FireStick3000
they are easy enough to change
· .-· .; $999
out. Playingon FSRsrather than
piezosmeans: 1)no falsetriggering,
··. ,'., •:•: NineTwo-Zone{Snare,
2) no crosstalk issues, 3) no mask
Kick,Four Toms, Hi- Hat,
time parameters, 4) no hot spots,
TwoCrashes);One Threes) the abilityto use the stick's
.,.- Zone (Ride)
pressure against the head to
,,._,, ,, ··: ,· · ·• •. FSR
control various aspects of the
sound, and 6) no more problems
i . , None
with tracking. None. Nada.
,,,.. None
TheFSRsand the wireless
transmitter need power. Andthat
· !.' · , Three-Sided, All
power is supplied in a unique way:
AluminumAlloy
Wireless!As long as the pads are
1 r:
;_II_,.·,·,
,_111
Main
within four feet of the brain, and
L/R,TenAssignable,Two
the brain is plugged in to the wall,
Headphones
enough power is supplied to each
pad to keep it up and running.
.·.'.<•." '" · Twol/8"
Mini-Jack
WhileI was skeptical at hrst, I had
no problems with the system. It
i.'< •. • , , Five Styles Each of
worked
Aawlessly.
Reverb,Delay, and Chorus
Each of the drum pads is
· , , In, Out
dual-zone with separate FRSsfor
the playingsurface and the rim.
, , , , ~ 100: SOBasicKits, SO
Cymbalpads are three-zone, with
Advanced Kits.
sensors on the bell,the bow, and
":, , · •, 20: 10 Basic,10
the edge of the cymbal. FRSs, by
Advanced
their very nature, read pressure
rather than vibration, thus making
_ . . . .. Morethan 3,000
· · Sounds on Internal Hard
the cymbal choke sound available
Drive,limited only by
by simply squeezing any place on
· memory on USB3.0 sticks
the edge of the cymbal around its
(up to 128GB)
.
entire circumference.
And one more thing: FSR
, · :· , , 256GBSolidState
technology allows the bass
Drive, 64GBRAM
drum to have two playingareas
, . · • TwoUSB3.0 ports
if you want to use a doublepedal.
(one for storage, one for
Theleft and right pedals can be
computer connection).
programmed to hre similaror
extremely different sounds.

Allfull-size drum pads ht inside
each other for easy transportation.
The 18" kick is the largest of the
drums, and the 15"and 16" floor
toms, the 14" snare, and the 12"
and 13" rack toms simply nest
together.
Cymbalsht together in a slightly
different manner. Likeacoustic
cymbals, their prohles are similar
enough to set on top of each other.
Sincethey also use FSRtechnology,
they are signihcantly thinner than
most other e- cymbals. The18"
ride, 16" and 17" crashes, and 14"
hi-hats fit comfortably right inside
each other. The hi-hat system
(top FSRcymbal and pressu rereading bottom sensor) fits on
your favorite hi-hat stand. The
hi-hat responds to open, closed,
foot close, and foot splash. In
addition,the pressuresensor affects
the tonal quality of the hi-hat in
a very natural manner. Without
question, this hi-hat system is the
most organic playingand sounding
that I've ever worked with.

THERACK
E- kits have been mounted on
drum racks for more than 20
years, but the first real advance
in mounting systems shows up in
the FireStick3000 system. Similar
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OffsetHinge

to Pearl's Horacio Hernandez
signature cowbells, the rack's
drum mounts have two boltlike
extensions. Thedrum pads' shells
have two matching slots reinforced
with metal inserts for strength.
Tomount the drums on the rack,
simplyslipthe two slots over the
two bolts, and you're golden. Solid
and secure. Andsince the mounting
bracket is built onto the rack's
arms, setting up and tearing down
is much faster than ever before. In
fact, the entire reason the drums
can nest together is that there's
no mounting hardware attached to
the sides of the shell.
Therack is made of a tubular
aluminum alloy,and all of the
mounting hardware, hinges, and
supports are also aluminum,
which makes the system strong,
light, and sturdy. Thetwo upper
toms and one of the cymbals
mount to the front bar, the two
lower toms and another cymbal
mount to the right-side bar, while
the left-side arm holds the snare,
brain, and third cymbal. Cymbal
arms are included in the rack on
telescoping booms. Therack's side
arms are designed with hinges that
extend out a bit from the front bar.
This offset hinge system allows all
the arms to foldtogether without
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Rackin foldedposition

FIG. 1 The innovative aluminum rack utilizes an offset hinge system that allows
it fold up to less than a foot wide.

__________________________________
InMyDreams:
TheFireStick
300Q
sound in the kit. In Basic mode,
each sound automaticallydefaults
to its natural ste reo placement
position (corresponding to the
player's perspective),and the entire
kit is given a very organic velocity
curve as a default (the harder you
play, the louder the sound).
Editing sounds couldn't be
easier in Basicmode. Thelarge
back- lit LCDscreen shows the kit
name and number, and you select
kits by using the large data knob
~sic/AdYJnccd
and/or the forward/backward
buttons. Toselect a different
instrument on a pad, hit the frontpanel button marked Sound.From
this point, the ten function buttons
below the screen select the pad or
cymbal, and the data knob scrolls
FIG. 2 The FireStick 3000 brain is simple to use with an intuitive lay out. You can
through the options. Hittingthe
also control all the FireStick 's functions via Bl1Jetooth using the free App.
Sound button a second time allows
instrument selection for the rims.
Thesame process is used to adjust
Andit was about time to lose
wasting space or havingto move
the mix volumes:push the "Mix"
those play-along songs with their
or adjust the drum mounts.
button to call up pads, and do it
Topack up the rack frame, you ridiculously bad "GeneralMIDI"
instrumental sounds. Play-a longs again to toggle up rims. Another
simply liftoff the pads, then fold
and General MIDImight have been option is to just strike the surface
in the side arms and lower the
great ideas 20 years ago, but times you want to adjust. Forexample,
cymbal tubes. It reallycan't be
have changed. I've got access to
striking the rim on the second tom
much easier. Thewhole thing is
all the songs in the world with a
willcause the cursor to jump to
not much more than a foot wide.
that position. Dialin the sound or
Slipthe rack into the paddedcanvas couple of clicks, and drum charts,
the relative volume you want on
carry bag and you're out the door. drum tabs, and "playalong" files
are all over the Internet. Again,
that surface, and return to playing
that 1/8" input jack is all I need. I
by selecting the kit button.
LESSIS MORE
can call up the world on my phone.
InAdvancedmode, the operating
Theinterfaceof the FS3000 is the
Youcan kissonboard sequencers syste m works pretty much the
cleanest, most logical, and easiest
same way, but the availabletweaks
goodbye, too. GarageBand is free
to use that I've ever encountered.
and the FireStick 3000's USB/
are deeper and more sophisticated.
Rememberwhen Appledecidedto
Oncethe Basic/ Advancedbutton
MIDIconnect ion is all I need to
take the CD/DVDburnerout of its
laptops?Everyonethought that was control more power than was ever is toggledto the Advanced mode,
the ten function buttons under the
possiblewith an anachronisticina really stupid move. But Apple
screen callup variousediting areas:
was actuallythinkingtoward the
the-box sequencer.
pitch, pan position,envelope,layer,
Since all playingsurfaces use
future. CD/DVD
technologyis pretty
much now obsolete with the advent FSRtechnology,trigger adjustment EQ,FX,sensitivity, velocitycurve,
MIDI,and special.Wantto adjust
of audio/videostreaming and cloud settings are now obsolete. The
the sensitivity of the pads?Tapthe
storage. Whilemost contemporary only adjustment needed is to set
function button under "sensitivity"
the FSRsto your own touch. In
electronicdrum kits continue to
on the displayand now the function
Advancedmode (discussed later),
rob front-panel real estate with
outdated technologies,the FireStick youcan easily calibratethe dynamic buttons control dynamic range and
sensitivity for each surface. You
3000 looksforwardrather than
range and sensitivity for each
pad. Believeit or not, that's pretty can adjust the sensitivity of each
backward.
pad by simplyhittingthe surface
much all you have to do to adjust
It's a bold move, but I'm
the pads to your own playing style. twice:once at a soft dynamicand
glad the FS3000doesn't include
again at a loud dynamic(following
a metronome.Whoneeds a little
the screen's prompts).Theinternal
metronome that offers a limited
THEBRAIN
software makes allthe necessary
range of tempi, click sounds,
Why didn't anyone think of this
adjustments. Your soft strikewill
subdivision, and meter? I've got
before?Twomodes: Basicand
output a MIDI
velocityof 10,and
a super sophisticated metronome
advanced. One button toggles
your strongest strike willgenerate
on my smart phone. Just give me
between these two front-ends.
a velocity of 120.Ofcourse, you
that 1/8" audio inputjack and I' ll
In Basicmode, players can call up
can fine-tu ne these two extremes
take care of the rest, thank you
new kits, assign sounds to each
very much.
surface, and adjust the mix of each if you wish.
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Other tweaks are adjustable
per playingsurface (pad, bell, and
so on) and saved per kit. Youcan
modifyvelocitycurve, MIDI
channel,
MIDInote number, as well as MIDI
gate times. Eachsurface can
layer up to four differentsounds
in any combinationfrom the
internal memory. Each of these
four sounds can have its own MIDI
channel and note numbers for
when you're workingwith plugins on a computer. EQcontrols
offerup a 5-band parametric,

WHY DIDN'T
ANYONE
THINKOF
THISBEFORE?
TWOMODES:
BASICAND
ADVANCED.
ONEBUTTON
TOGGLES
BETWEEN
THESETWO
FRONT-ENDS.
envelopes are five-stage ADHSR,
and the FXsection has a wonderful
sounding selection of reverbs,
decays, and choruses.
Ifyou want to take your musical
creativity to the next level, you
can assign a MIDIsequence to a
pad. Once assigned, each ensuing
strike will move through the
seque nce one note at a time. The
dynamic is controlled by your
stroke. Doyou want to play a
melody with 27 differentnotes on
a single pad? Easy!Just build the
StandardMIDI
filein yourcomputer,
transfer it to the USBstick, and
assign it to the pad. Onceassigned,
the FS3000 recognizes that the
data is a MIDIfile rather than WAV
or AIFFand automatically makes
any necessary adjustments.
Eachpad can be routed to any
of ten individual audio outputs on
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PLUCiCiED
IN-----------------------------------------------the back panel. Thisis perfect for
professional recordings when you
might want the abilityto put every
sound on a separate track.
TheFS3000 has 100 onboard
kits (so Basicand SOAdvanced)
with ten chains in each mode.
While many current drum brains
offer more kits and chains, this
should really be enough for just
about any playingsituation from
amateur to professional.

. All cymbal, drum, and
THEFIRESTICK
3000 ASSUMES sounds
percussion sounds were sampled
for their full decay. Each one is
THATYOU'REUSINGAN
mapped in such a way that every
in my playingwas faithfully
ELECTRONIC
DRUMKIT BECAUSEdynamic
interpreted by the brain. Smooth,
YOUWANTTO PLAYDRUMAND natural, and organic are the best
words to describe the sounds and
PERCUSSION
SOUNDS,NOT
their playability. Critical listening
the best speakers and
FLUTEAND CLARINETSOUNDS. through
headphones finds no false loops,
and no "stair- steppi ng" of
dynamic layers.

SOUNDS
TheFireStick3000 assumes that
you're using an electronic drum
kit because you want to play drum
and percussion sounds, not flute
or clarinet sounds. By leaving
out General MIDIvoices, there's
more room for great drum and
percussion sounds sampled like
never before. If you want to use
this kit to control nonpercussion
instruments (such as brass, bass
guitar, synth, or even that flute),
just jack into your laptop and use
whatever DAWor synth plug-ins
you want. Sincethe FS3000 can
send MID
I and play internal sounds

at the same time (selectable per
Advancedkit), it's easy to layer
sounds to create your own sonic
signatures. After all, if you' re
running a Mac,Apple's MainStage
is only 30 bucks and lets you
trigger any sound from Logic Pro
X, GarageBand,or in fact, any AU
plug- in. Thesounds off your laptop
are likelyway better than anything
in the General MIDIsonic library.
Ifyou don't want to drag along
your laptop, the FS3000 accepts
USB3.0 drives in sizes up to 128GB
.
The FireStick3000 loads samples
off the stick into RAMwhenever a

kit is called up. Internal sounds and
sounds off the stick can be mixed
and even layered with each other
when designing and buildingkits in
Advancedmode. With this feature,
your FireStick3000 willnever
sound out of date.
But the sounds in this brain are
so good, you might not even think
about needing additionalsounds.
Everysound in this braincomprises
up to 24 different sample layers.
TheFS3000comes withan onboard
2S6GBsolid-state drive, and
with 64 GBof onboard memory,
there's no reason to be stingy with

VERDICT
Thisis the kit I want. Since I didn't
have to bother with technological
realities, engineers, programmers,
bean- counters, or truth-in advertising, I felt free to dream up
features and specificationsthat
may or may not be possibleat the
current time. Maybe with luck,
some of these ideas may eventually
findtheir way into e-kit production
models. And as long as we're
dreaming,let's also pretend you
can get allof these cool features for
an MSRPofjust $999. I mean, what
the heck? 00!
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